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Abstract 
Hydropower computation is essential to determine the operating conditions of hydroelectric station. Among the 
existing methods for hydropower computation, equal monthly hydropower output and dynamic programming are the 
most commonly used methods, but both of them are too complex in computation and hard to be finished manually. 
Taking the advantage of the data processing ability of Microsoft Excel and its attached Visual Basic for Application 
(VBA) program, the complex hydropower computation can be easily achieved. An instance was analyzed in two 
methods and all delt with VBA. VBA demonstrates its powerful function in solving problem with complex 
computation, visualizing, and secondary data processing. The results show that the dynamic programming method 
was more receptive than the other one. 
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1. Introduction  
As the key parameter to determine the operation process of hydropower station, the output of 
hydropower staion is the difficuty in hydropower computation. Because of its complexity in computation, 
especially for those high accuracy methods, Microsoft Excel and the attached program Visual Basic for 
Application (VBA) is an effective tool to solve this problem, and the Excel shows its great advantage in 
further analysis on the results in graphics [1].  
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2. Programming Enviroment of  VBA 
Excel is one component of Microsoft Office, which is developed for computers with Windows or 
Apple Macintosh operation system by Microsoft Corporation. It is sofisticated in data process, 
spreadsheets and graphics, and can visualize those boring data in many vivid graphics and thus help further 
understanding and analysis.   
VBA was added to Microsoft Office to strengthen its future developing function. It was developed 
based on the very popular programming lauguage Visual Basic and took after its language structure. 
Moreover, VBA can automate the frequently used program and create user-defined program [2, 3]. 
VBA is widely applied in water conservacy and hydropower planning projects, e.g. the special round 
off method in hydrological data processüround down when the digit is less than five, and round up when 
it is more than five˗if the digit is right equal to five, then round up when the previous digit is odd, or 
round down ücan be achieved by the user-defined function of VBA through defining a function, which is 
highly automatic, simple and easy to conduct, and portable to use in many data process in water resources 
engneering field[4]. 
3. Programming Case in Vba 
3.1 Output of Hydropower Station  
The calculation of the output of hydropower station is based on the following data˖hydropower 
station parameters, natural water income, storage-elevation curve and discharge-quantity of flow curve[5], 
as shown in Table 1~Table 4.  
Table 1 hydropower station parameters 
normal storage level output factor dead storage level benefit storage capacity 
760m 8.2 720m 13.5h108 m3 
dead storage head loss installed capacity  
7.9h108 m3 1m 50h104kw  
Table 2 natural water income 
months May June July August 
Q 259 751 792 721 
months September October November December 
Q 458 340 268 147 
months January February March April 
Q 87 79 75 69 
Table 3 storage-elevation curve
m 630 650 670 700 710 720 
108m3 0 0.2 1 4.2 5.9 7.9 
m 730 740 750 760 770  
108m3 10.5 13 17.5 21.4 27  
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Table 4   discharge-quantity of flow curve 
m 625 625.5 626 626.5 627 628 
Q 97 153 226 317 421 538 
m 628 629 629 630 630 635 
Q 670 806 950 1090 1230 2620 
 
Equal monthly hydropower output and dynamic programming methods are the two common methods 
to realize this calculation, and they reveal different results. In this case, interpolation in this calaculation is 
all linear. 
3.2 Equal Monthly Hydropower Output Method 
1) Algorithm Introduction[5,6] 
a) For delivery period of the reservoir, the initial and final storage are known as active storage 
capacity and dead  storage capacity respectively, which are certain for a reservoir. Equal monthly 
hydropower output method is detailed as follows. 
Suppose the monthly output is N, the discharge of the first month is jqt. According to the water balance 
law and the known initial storage, the storage at the end of the first month in delivery period is obtained by 
mvt˙cvtˇQ1*0.0263ˉjqt*0.0263,                                                                                                  (1) 
where 
mvt storage at the end of the first delivery month, 102million cubic meter 
cvt    initial storage of the first delivery month, m3 
Q1     water income in the first delivery month, m3/s 
0.0263 is the scaling factor, which convert Q1  in m3/s into water quantity in the whole month  in 108 
cubic meter. 
With the above mvt , the average storage is known as 
V˙(mvtˇcvt)/2,                                                                                                                            (2) 
where V is the average storage of the reservoir in the first month, 102million cubic meter. 
Using the storage~elevation curve, the water head in the upper reach of reservoir (hs) can be obtained 
by linear interpolation. Similarly, the tailwater level(hx) in this month is worked out based on the 
downstrain discharge~elevation curve of the reservoir and the assumed jqt. 
Then the net head of the reservoir is  
ht˙hṣhx̣sh,                                                                                                                                (3) 
where sh is the hydraulic head loss. 
Know 
N˙qt*a*ht,                                                                                                                                        (4) 
where 
qt   actual discharge of the month, m3/s 
 a   coefficient of hydropower station power generation. 
The actual discharge can be descriped as  
qt˙N/(a*ht).                                                                                                                                     (5) 
If qt equals to the assumed jqt, then jqt could reprent the actual discharge and the trial calculation ends, 
or repeat the above processes until the two equal with each other. 
The same goes for the upcoming months in delivery period, but the initial storage varies into the final 
storage of the the previous month. The storage of the reservoir at the end of the whole delivery period is 
obtained by such consecutive trials. Then an reversed use of storage~elevation curve reveals the water head 
at the end of delivery period˄Zf˅.  
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Check the assumed N by comparing Zf and the dead water head(Zd). If they equal to each other, the 
assumed value is the real output of the hydropower station in its delivery period, on the other hand, set a 
new N and carry out the tial calculation until the right output is obtained. When Zf > Zd, then increase the 
value of N, and vice versa.  
b) For storage period, the algorithm for the output calculation is very similar to that in delivery 
period but different in the initial and final constraints. In this period, the initial state of the reservoir is at 
the dead water head, and the final one is the normal storage level, that is, the reservoir starts to impound 
water at its dead storage and ends it when arrives at the active storage capacity. 
c) There is a natural balance period between the delivery period and storage period, that is when the 
reservoir discharges what it receives. It is easier to get the output since the above calculation has already 
revealed the initial and final water head of each month. So for this period, the algorithm is as follows. 
x Determine the time scale of natural balance period. 
x List the water head at the end of the previous month and take it as the initial water head (hs) of the 
period. 
x According to the discharge~elevation curve and the actual discharge, get the tailwater level (hx). 
x Work out the average water head in the month following (3). 
x Calculate the output of the hydropower station using (4). 
d) The total power generation can be drawn with the monthly outputs of different operating periods. 
Combing the known electrovalence of each month, the profit of  the hydropower station could be easily 
worked out. 
2) Program Code 
With the detailed algorithm and the flow chart, code the whole computation process in VBA. 
3) Interface and Result Output 
All coding windows are in Excel, the parameter input interface is seen in Excel Figure. 
3.3 Dynamic Programming Method 
4) Algorithm Introduction[5-7] 
The basic principal of dynamic programming is deviding a certain time period into several equal short 
time periods in sequence. The starting point is designated by t0, and the end time tn. Set ti as the reference 
time(t0< ti < tn), then the period between  t0 and  ti is called past period, and ti  to ti+1  is the forthcoming 
time, and ti+1  to tn  the remaining period.  
For hydropower stations, the time period could be defined as the delivery period, for instance, and it is 
usally devided in month. The operation state of power station in different time periods can be descriped by 
a decision function with the output and storage as variables.  
According to the dynamic programming theory, if the operation state is optimal in the period from ti to 
tn, then it must be optimal from ti+1 to tn. Therefore, for the forthcoming time, the optimal decision is to 
maximize the comprehensive profit in the forthcoming time as well as the remaining period. 
Taking the delivery period of the given hydropower station as an example, the decision function is to 
maximize the power generation benefit. The dynamic factor is the current electrovalence of Sichuan 
province, as listed in Table 5.  
Table 5 the current electrovalence of Sichuan province 
months electrovalence dynamic factor 
May ǃNovember ̞0.288yuan 0.288 
from December to 
April of the next year ̞1.5*0.288yuan 0.432 
from June  to October ̞0.75*0.288yuan 0.216 
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The solution procedure detailed as follows. 
Firstly, decide the delivery period, which is from December to April of the next year. Divide the period 
in month and get 5 sub-periods, named as 5 individual strategies. Each strategy is consist of many possible 
decisions depend on the choice of variables. In this case, the varialbe is the water head of the reservoir, 
which varies between the dead water head and the nomal storage level, 720m and 760m respectively. The 
whole variable range is divided every 4 meters, which are 11 sections here in this study. The initial water 
head of the first month is certain, and so is the final water head of the last month. Acordingly, the other 3 
strategy have 11 choices as decisions.  
Secondly, work out the profit under conditions of different decisions. Every decision gives a water head 
at the end of a sub-period, with the intial dead water head, the average water head in the first month is 
obtained by 
hs˙(ZdˇZi)/2 ,                                                                                                                               (6) 
where Zi is the water head at decision i. 
Then follow (3) and  (4), the output of the hydropower station is determined.  
Thirdly, find the maximal profit in inverted sequence. Starting from the last month(April), calculate the 
profits in every decision and find the maximal one. For April, there is one and only decision, and so is the 
profit˗but for other time periods, the optimal decision is related not only to the decision but to the 
previous choices, that is why the optimal decision is 752m.  Repeat this procedure until it ends at 
December. 
 Finally, decide the operation states according to the profit optimization result. Chase the maximal 
profit line and record the corresponding water head from the beginning of December to the end of April, 
which are the optimal operation states for the reservoir. 
5) Program Code 
With the detailed algorithm and the flow chart, code the whole computation process in VBA, and the 
constraint is to maximize the power generation profit in the delivery period. 
6) Interface and Result Output 
All coding windows are in Excel, the parameter input interface is seen in Excel Figure. 
3.4 Result Analysis  
Equal monthly output of hydropower station method and dynamic programming method display 
different result in operation of the reservoir. Table 6 shows the detailed results of delivery period in two 
methods. The main differences are˖ 
7) Discharge.  Equal monthly output method reveals a relatively stable discharge, but with gradual 
increase. That is because in some months when the water income is not enough the water head would fall, 
thus only by increasing the discharge can it meet the requirement of stable power generation. It is not the 
case for dynamic programming˖the reservoir would hold the income water in December, January and 
February to keep it in high head working condition and yiel the greatest benefit˗and supply water in 
March and April. 
8) Output. The former method draws an even output, 190 kwh in each month˗while the later method 
shows a completely different result˖the output increases sharply in March because of water supply. 
9) Profits. The specific comparing shows in Table 6. 
 
Table 6 the detailed results of delivery period in two methods 
months December January February 
dynamic factor (̞) 0.432 0.432 0.432 
Q(m3/s) 147 87 79 
result of equal monthly output method 
real Q(m3/s) 174.0  179.2  189.6  
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abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 19.0  19.0  19.0  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 5982.4  5982.4  5982.4  
result of dynamic programming method 
real Q(m3/s) 147.0  87.0  79.0  
abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 16.1  9.6  8.7  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 5076.8  3016.7  2740.8  
months March April May 
dynamic factor (̞) 0.432 0.432 0.288 
Q(m3/s) 75 69 259 
result of equal monthly output method 
real Q(m3/s) 202.2  228.3  259.0  
abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 19.0  19.0  20.0  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 5982.4  5982.4  4208.3  
result of dynamic programming method 
real Q(m3/s) 193.6  463.7  259.0  
abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 20.5  41.0  20.0  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 6470.4  12927.8 4208.3  
months June July August 
dynamic factor (̞) 0.216 0.216 0.216 
Q (m3/s) 751 792 721 
result of equal monthly output method 
real Q(m3/s) 640.1  554.9  490.4  
abandoned Q (m3/s) 23.7  20.8  18.1  
output N˄10 4kw˅ 50.0  50.0  50.0  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 7884.0  7884.0  7884.0  
result of dynamic programming method 
real Q(m3/s) 640.1  554.9  490.4  
abandoned Q (m3/s) 23.7  20.8  18.1  
output N˄10 4kw˅ 50.0  50.0  50.0  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 7884.0  7884.0  7884.0  
months September October November 
dynamic factor (̞) 0.216 0.216 0.288 
Q(m3/s) 458 340 268 
result of equal monthly output method 
real Q(m3/s) 458.0  340.0  268.0  
abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 49.1  36.8  29.1  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 7748.0  5797.0  6117.8  
result of dynamic programming method 
real Q(m3/s) 458.0  340.0  268.0  
abandoned Q (m3/s) NONE NONE NONE 
output N˄10 4kw˅ 49.1  36.8  29.1  
profit˄̞10 4yuan˅ 7748.0  5797.0  6117.8  
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Conclusion 
The output computation for hydropower station is the keystone of hydropower computation. Two most 
commonly applied methods, namely, equal monthly output method and dynamic programming method; 
reveal different results in monthly discharge, output and profit. Dynamic programming method attains the 
operation state yielding the greatest power generation profit, which is the preference of power generation 
managers. 
 VBA not only embodies the function of Visual Basic, but also demonstrates its powerful function in 
solving problem with complex computation, visualizing, and secondary data processing, such as formatting 
and calculation. 
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